Résumé. 2014 On a mesuré les sections efficaces de dépopulation collisionnelle totale du niveau 10 P du Potassium, à 470 K, induite par collision avec des atomes de Potassium ou de gaz rare : Q (K) = 6 000 ± 3 000 Å2 ; Q (He) = 18 ± 6 Å2 ; Q (Ar) = 8 ± 3 Å2 ; Q (Xe) = 40 ± 15 Å2.
Because the outer electron is in a very large, weakly bound orbit, atoms in high-lying or Rydberg states exhibit rather unique properties : long radiative lifetimes, giant polarizabilities and great sensitivity to various perturbations (electric field, collision processes...). Investigations of some of these properties have already begun [1, 2] .
Experiments on excitation transfer and total collisional depopulation (quenching) of lower excited states of alkali atoms have been performed in our laboratory [3] . At the same time, the theoretical calculation of alkali-rare gas potential curves [4] permits a satisfactory approach to the problem of inelastic collisions at thermal energies. Figure 1 shows the levels involved.
The experimental set-up shown in figure 2 is quite similar to the one described in ref. [3] . A reference cell, filled with Potassium and kept at a fixed temperature, allows us to monitor both the wavelength and the intensity of the light source, which consists of a flash-lamp pumped dye laser (Rhodamine 6 G), associated with an extra-cavity frequency doubling device that uses a non-linear crystal (ADA) [5] . The We observed the population of the 10 P level by looking at the direct fluorescence of the (10 coming from upper levels (9 D, 11 S, 9 F, 11 P, 10 D, 12 S, 12 P) collisionally populated from the 10 P are found to be present. We did. not study the lower levels because of the cascading effects that occur (except for the 8 F level). The variation of the popu-, lation of the 9 D, 11 S, 9 F and 11 P levels, due to the addition of rare gas densities of about 1015 cm-3, has also been observed. All the experiments are performed at a temperature of 470 K. [7] , since their computation also produce good agreement with the Sodium lifetime results [1] . We have also determined the excitation transfer cross-section from the 10 P level to the group of levels (9 D, 11 S), when the collision partner is a groundstate Potassium atom. The experimental method (sensitized fluorescence) and the derivation of the cross-section are quite similar to those described in ref. [3] . The obtained value is
In the following discussion we will refer to neutral and ionic channels for reactions whose final product is, respectively, an atom lying in a well-defined excited state or an ion. The value of QK (6 x 10 -" cm-2) is very high (the geometrical cross-section value is about 9 x 10-13 cm2). Two types of mechanisms (neutral or ionic channel) can achieve the collisional depopulation of the 10 P level. We can observe numerous neutral channels and we measure one of them to be about 10 % of the quenching. When considering the statistical weights and the respective position in the energy diagram of the energetically accessible levels, one can see that the neutral channels account for an important part of the 10 P level quenching. Lee and Mahan [8] have shown that the two following reactions (ionic channels) are present (see Fig. 3 ) :
(associative ionization)
but the values of the corresponding cross-section are not known. A recent paper [9] indicates that the associative ionization cross-section for the 7 D level of Cesium is about 3 x 10-15 cm2. In the case of Helium the cross-sections are of the same order of magnitude. Even if the cross-sections for reactions (1) and (2) would reach 10-14 cm2, the quenching of the 10 P would still remain mainly due to inelastic collisions giving rise to neutral channels. Thus, since the ionic channels do not contribute more than a few percent to the total 10 P depopulation value, collisional ionization does not represent the main quenching process for this level. We will now discuss the values obtained for QG. When considering the data concerning the potential curves of the (K+-rare gas) ions [10] , the ionic channels seem to be energetically forbidden, since the 10 P level lies about 1 600 cm-1 below the ionization limit.
Thus only neutral channels can contribute to the quenching. Some of these have been observed. The QG cross-sections (see Table I ) are noticeably higher than the values reported in the case of lower excited levels of alkali atoms [ 11 ] , for which the number of energetically accessible channels are less numerous. The Potassium-rare gas energy curves correlated to the levels under study have already been obtained using the method described in ref. [4] . We 
